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practice as the mass of his people, strengthened the forces making
for a religions revolution.
Numerically the supporters of those forces were still a small
minority, but they were a very important minority; they in-
cluded a considerable proportion of the best-instructed men,
especially among the higher clergy, the scholars, and the officials.
Every one who had tasted the loot of the Church and hoped to
get more was potentially upon the side of a religious revolution;
most of those in authority were actively upon that side.
Further, the convinced anti-Catholics outside the governing
clique had a driving-power the like of which was not to be
found on the other side. They might be called, according to
the mood of the critic, zealots, enthusiasts, or fanatics; but they
were in that mood which produces the great changes in history.
They were willing to die. The confused popular instinct which
had expressed through rebellion its hatred of those who would
attack age-long English habits in religion—the shrines, the
monasteries and convents—had been met with extreme cruelty.
Since the savage repression of the Pilgrimage of Grace an
atmosphere of terror had become normal. Whatever Govern-
ment ruled at the moment appeared to be all-powerful; so
when the new Government under this new Council, with
Somerset at its head, determined to launch a far more drastic
attack on the traditional religion of the English it believed that
it would succeed, though it knew the danger of revolt.
The test point, of course, would be the suppression of the
Mass—that is, a transformation in the most sacred and funda-
mental religious habit of the people. This habit and all the
others of pilgrimage, worship at shrines, etc., were, for the bulk
of men, matters of routine, though affection was "also strongly
engaged. There was no great feeling in the English populace of
the day for European unity, and ^l^refore little attachment as
yet to the Papacy as necessary to l?,nistian unity; but the sup-
pression of die Mass would be an "act affecting intimately the
general domestic life of Englishmen.
The religious revolutionaries were not numerous anywhere
as yet, but were strongest in London and in the seaports;
especially in those of the south and east, which were most open
to foreign influence, for we must always remember that to the
average Englishman of the middle sixteenth century (1540-70)
Protestantism was still a foreign, anti-national thing.
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